ANNEXURE I

List of publications (141) of Dr. K. Sammi Reddy, Principal Scientist

1. Full length papers in refereed journals (45)
   a. International Journals (18)


b. Indian Journals (27)


(ii) Reports edited (15)


(iii) Book chapters (3)


(3) Invited Papers in seminar/conference proceedings (15)

Invited papers/Full length papers published in proceedings


4. Popular articles (12)


5. Research bulletins/Extension bulletins (3)


integrated nutrient management in Madhya Pradesh, India. Indian Institute of Soil Science, Bhopal.

6. Review papers (3)


(7) Extended summaries/abstracts published in proceedings (35)


in Agriculture and Forestry section at 93rd Indian Science Congress held at ANGRAU, Hyderabad during January 3-7, 2006.


